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introduction
As Aristotle said: ‘We are what we repeatedly do.  
Excellence is therefore not an act, but a habit.’  
The highest performing companies are those that 
thoughtfully design their organisation so that 
the sum of its parts all contribute to building and 
reinforcing those habits.  

Alex Lewis from Unleash & Engage describes their 
approach to designing ‘organisational systems’ to 
transform business performance.

When I first discuss transformation with a CEO, they are usually very 
clear on where they want to get to, but often are at a loss to describe 
how to get there. Whether the desire is to deliver ‘better customer 
experience, better productivity, quicker product innovation cycles, 
etc.’ The route to success is always the same – a team which has 
chosen a specific competitive strategy and an ‘organisational system’ 
and set of habits that is explicitly designed to deliver the strategy. 
Think of organisations that deliver great customer service, or that 
succeed in an incredible delivery promise, their whole organisational 
system is designed with that outcome in mind.  
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What is Organisation Design?
Organisations can be incredibly complex with leaders feeling as if 
they are unable to control or influence the outcomes they need. Often 
though, this comes from misalignment rather than inherent complexity. 
A lot of times I hear people say that it’s ‘just too hard to get stuff done 
round here’ and ‘there’s too much stuff and too many people in the 
way’. This is a symptom of misalignment. By aligning all the elements 
of ‘the system’ complexity can be replaced with simplicity and clarity. A 
critical few things need to be in place for success:

1. Truly understanding the environment that you are operating 
in - sustained success rarely comes from doing what you have 
always done. As customers’ expectations rise, and markets are 
disrupted with new entrants and new technologies, what is 
required is sharper focus on what will enable you to compete 
and generate value for customers, a sharper focus that is 
understood by everyone in the team. No matter how focused 
your Board discussions or how clever your ERP system is, in the 
‘moment of truth’ it is generally the team member on the front 
line that really differentiates you from others. The better he or 
she understands the strategy, the greater the alignment in their 
day to day decisions and the business performance.

2. Clear choices over what you need to be really good at (your key 
capabilities) to deliver that strategy - put simply, you do not have 
the investment or capacity be brilliant at everything, but you do 

need to be clear on the capabilities that will 
support your strategy, and to excel in these. In 
businesses focused on operational excellence 
this is often planning, process management 
or problem solving. In businesses focused 
on customer intimacy this can be customer 
analytics, customer experience design or price 
flexibility. Every company would want to be 
brilliant at new product introduction, customer 
relationship management and continuous 
improvement – the reality is you have to make 
strategic choices about where you will place 
your focus.  

3. Structuring your business so that those key 
capabilities have a loud enough voice in 
the leadership team, with simple, clearly 
articulated and allocated accountabilities - 
it is incorrect to assume that Organisation 
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Design is only about structure and reporting lines, however it 
is critically important to get the leadership roles right. If your 
business has a complex value stream and relies on high volume 
production, the role that drives sales and operational planning 
needs to be at the top table with sufficient influence. In the 
same way, an organisation whose performance and reputation 
are wholly dependent on safety critical systems should not 
hide away the responsibility for safety assurance under the 
Operations Director. A simple structural decision can have 
dramatic consequences through the organisation. 5. Determining which policies and processes 

are key to delivering the performance 
you need – redesigning and removing as 
necessary. Your processes must support your 
habits and reinforce the culture that you are 
looking to accelerate. If your competitive 
strategy relies on speed of decision making 
and devolving accountability, your business 
escalation process, delegations of authority 
and management practices must reinforce not 
contradict this intent. If your business relies on 
rapid product innovation you cannot afford to 
have departmental siloes and talent planned 
and deployed through functional stove pipes.  

6. Putting the right infrastructure in place - 
which sometimes mean complex information 
systems, but almost always means 
‘management’ systems that act as the glue that 

4. Identifying those behaviours critical to delivering the strategy 
- often the biggest determinant of what your customers will 
describe as your ‘brand’. These should not be articulated in vague 
aspirational adjectives, they should be built as habits and then 
planned, deployed and monitored. The design of habits cannot 
be left to chance, to accident or coincidence. Core differentiating 
processes must be translated into patterns of behaviour which for 
your team members become habitual, whether that is something 
simple such as a customer greeting, to more complex habits such 
as problem solving or complaint resolution.  

A simple structural decision can have 
dramatic consequences through the 

organisation
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holds the organisation together. Governance mechanisms such as 
meetings infrastructure, cadence and metrics are critical to ensure 
that everyone in the organisation is focused on the right outcomes 
with intensity and frequency. If you wish to be customer-led, 
your metrics must drive ‘outside in thinking’ and conversations 
about the impact on the customer, not ‘inside out thinking’ where 
the business priority is on satisfying internal stakeholders and 
corporate review systems.  

These are the fundamentals of your ‘Organisational System’. 
Designing this system is an activity which, when you involve the right 
people, can in itself be transformative. Organisation System Design 
provides clarity of direction, enables choices to be made about 
where to place priority and investment and when performed in a 
way that engages people, and does indeed engage them, leads to a 
spirit of optimism and real excitement.    

People yearn for clarity of purpose and when they see how their role 
directly drives the strategy it is an empowering thing.
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People protect what they build, so don’t hide it, give them a role.  

Design: 
People Protect What 
They Build
I would say most organisations I’ve worked with take an initial view that 
Organisation Design is a leadership task, something that should be 
done in secret and not shared. Generally, the logic behind this is that the 
outcome will affect someone’s role (and potentially their employment) 
so it must remain secret until the detailed outcome and the risks 
associated are understood and sized. Whilst there are some situations 
where this must be the case, in most a better outcome will be achieved 
if involvement can be shared.  This will not only help the adoption of 
the eventual change, but also adds to the richness of the design. In my 
experience, if people are engaged in a design process that ultimately 
puts them at risk, they are actually more inclined to accept the outcome, 
assuming fairness is a principle of implementation.

People protect what 
they build, so don’t hide 

it, give them a role
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Implementation:  
Transformation is simply a case of 
changing habits
When it’s time to move on to implementation, there will be many 
variables, but some things are common foundations for success:

1. The way you implement sends out a strong signal as to how you 
want the organisation to behave – if you want agility, speed of 
decision making, and great customer service, implementation 
cannot feel like walking through treacle with everything reliant on 
a small group of centralised decision makers.

organisations who define high level behaviours, 
paint them on the wall in reception and leave 
interpretation down to chance.

3. Engagement is the route to sustainment – this is 
encapsulated in the difference between coaching 
and training.  If you have a new practice, a new 
system or a new habit, training will help to inform 
the recipient about the change and will also explain 
the change that needs to happen.  Coaching 
starts with helping the recipient work through 
what is the desired outcome, and then provides 
a safe environment for them to practice the habit, 
the process of continuous improvement being 
supported by regular feedback.  By taking a 
coaching approach people get to practice the ‘how’ 
themselves, the end result being that when they 
have to operate the new practice themselves, they 
are operating their approach, rather than someone 
else’s approach that has been given to them.

2. It is critical to translate strategy, objectives and behaviours into habits.  
Your culture and your brand are generally made up of a collection 
of organisational habits, so the better the definition of the habits the 
quicker the adoption of the behaviours. If you want better customer 
service, start with defining the habits that you want your front-line staff 
to exhibit (e.g. greet a customer within 30 seconds). Too often I find 

Implementation cannot feel like walking 
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Truly 
transformational
Organisation System Design can be a very powerful way of ensuring that 
your team is clear on what to do and clear on how to do it. That clarity 
often has a truly transformative effect, particularly when it is aligned 
to the right structure, the right processes and infrastructure. When 
implemented well, that change can be sustained, meaning that business 
results are lasting.  

Unleash & Engage are specialists in Organisation System Design 
having worked with global blue-chip businesses through to SMEs on 
transformative change programmes.  We have experience working at 
a whole enterprise level through to specific departments or functions 
and through applying our expertise in sustainable habit change have 
delivered lasting results.

Alex Lewis, Director of Unleash & Engage, is a leading authority 
on Organisational Design. Unleash & Engage successfully delivers 
Sustainable Operational Excellence & Organisational Design for 
a range of global businesses. For more information please get in 
touch: alex@unleashandengage.com.
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